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Abstract
Compilers assure that any produced optimized code is se-
mantically equivalent to the original code. However, even
“correct” compilers may introduce security bugs as security
properties go beyond translation correctness. Security bugs
introduced by such correct compiler behaviors can be dis-
putable; compiler developers expect users to strictly follow
language specifications and understand all assumptions, while
compiler users may incorrectly assume that their code is se-
cure. Such bugs are hard to find and prevent, especially when
it is unclear whether they should be fixed on the compiler or
user side. Nevertheless, these bugs are real and can be severe,
thus should be studied carefully.

We perform a comprehensive study on compiler-introduced
security bugs (CISB) and their root causes. We collect a large
set of CISB in the wild by manually analyzing 4,827 potential
bug reports of the most popular compilers (GCC and Clang),
distilling them into a taxonomy of CISB. We further conduct
a user study to understand how compiler users view compiler
behaviors. Our study shows that compiler-introduced security
bugs are common and may have serious security impacts. It is
unrealistic to expect compiler users to understand and comply
with compiler assumptions. For example, the “no-undefined-
behavior” assumption has become a nightmare for users and
a major cause of CISB.

1 Introduction

Compiled code must conform to the source code. The cor-
rectness of compilers is therefore tested [49, 118] and veri-
fied [27, 69]. A compiler is considered correct if it produces
code that is semantically equivalent to the original [80]. Such
a correctness assurance however does not ensure security.
D’Silva et al. [30] presented multiple cases in which correctly
implemented compiler optimizations still introduce severe
security issues like information leaks. We refer to compiler-
introduced security bugs as CISB.

Several fundamental reasons cause compilers to introduce
security bugs. (1) The security-related program states exceed

the scope of semantic functionalities of language specifica-
tions. The abstraction of source code can cover program states
related to security but not semantic functionalities, e.g., the
lifetime/region of sensitive data. Correctly implemented com-
piler optimizations, however, cannot preserve such program
states by design. Figure 1 shows an example in the Linux
kernel; the memset at line 5 is supposed to scrub sensitive
data on memory to prevent information leaks. However, with-
out specification on how to prevent information leaks (which
is orthogonal to functional semantics), compilers may elimi-
nate this memset after inferring that the stored variable hash
is never read later. As a countermeasure, developers must
resort to memzero_explicit at line 6 which prohibits com-
piler optimization. (2) The specifications can be implicit. The
specifications permit a compiler to provide the correctness as-
surance just for so-called “well-defined” code. However, pro-
gram states outside the scope (such as some undefined behav-
iors) can also be used to represent security properties. These
implicit specifications allow the compiler to do aggressive op-
timizations that may break security properties. For example,
a programmer may add a bound check like if(x+10<x) to
detect a signed integer overflow of x, but the compiler may as-
sume (according to the language specification) that the source
code is free of signed overflows and thus eliminates the check.

Such manipulation of security-related program states can
be opaque. As a result, even experienced developers may inad-
vertently and unknowingly write code that can be optimized to
contain security bugs. Existing approaches use tricks [29, 78]

1 /* commit: d4c5efdb97773f59a2b711754ca0953f24516739 */
2 /* drivers/char/random.c */
3 static void extract_buf(struct entropy_store *r, __u8 *out) {
4 ...
5 - memset(&hash, 0, sizeof(hash));
6 + memzero_explicit(&hash, sizeof(hash));
7 }

Figure 1: A Linux kernel patch for preventing the GCC elimination
of sensitive-data scrubbing. Note that memzero_explicit() has been
patched twice later: The first [91] prevented an optimization in GCC,
while the second [74] targeted Clang.



to “tame” the compiler; however, these tricks may fail with a
new compiler, as compiler optimizations constantly improve.

Because of these fundamental reasons, CISB are surpris-
ingly common. For example, Wang et al. [109] uncovered 160
such bugs in widely deployed systems; Lu et al. [65] detected
13 known and 10 new compiler-introduced information-leak
vulnerabilities in the Linux kernel. In addition to the findings
of these targeted studies, many CISB are reported by end-users
in the wild, such as a large number of CVE-assigned vulnera-
bilities [71, 72]. CISB can be exploitable, e.g., Jian et al. [90]
convert a CISB which eliminates a null pointer check to a
Use-After-Free, escaping the Chrome sandbox in the Tianfu
Cup 2020. CISB must be found and fixed just like the bugs
introduced by developers, but they are more challenging to
discover (thus having a longer latent period), i.e., the number
of undiscovered CISB may be large.

Therefore, it is important to study CISB. The research field
is however under-studied (§10). D’Silva et al. [30] defined the
correctness-security gap and three classes of such security
bugs by reasoning about them. Wang et al. [108] collected
a list of real-world examples of 7 known undefined behav-
iors. Wang et al. [109, 110] developed a static checker to
detect CISB due to a dozen kinds of undefined behavior. Lu
et al. [65] investigated information-leak bugs introduced by
uninitialized padding bytes introduced by compilers. Yang et
al. [119] and Sprundel [103] studied CISB caused by Dead
Store Elimination. Yang et al. [119] developed an optimiza-
tion pass for scrubbing-safe dead store elimination. These
studies each focus on a few patterns, but the breadth of the
problem calls for a comprehensive study of real-world CISB.

We first conduct a labor-intensive study to collect CISB in
the wild. (§2) From the tremendous number of bug reports re-
ported to both the compilers and target programs, we perform
our filtering strategy and get a set of potential CISB reports
with 4,827 cases. Then we spend about 1,500 person-hours
analyzing, confirming, and reproducing all potential CISB.

Based on our CISB dataset, we further investigate the fol-
lowing research questions:

• RQ1: What are the causes, formation, and security impacts
of CISB? (§3, §4, and §5)

• RQ2: What are the knowledge and views of programmers
about CISB and the mitigations? (§6)

• RQ3: What are the risks of existing mitigations? (§7)
• RQ4: What are the challenges and opportunities for further

research? (§8)

We derive multiple important findings and lessons from
the study, including: (1) CISB are much more diverse than
previously thought. (2) CISB are common in the wild and
have severe security impacts. (3) The widely adopted “no-
undefined-behavior” assumption for compiler optimizations
has become a major cause of CISB. (4) A large percentage of
C programmers are oblivious to this assumption, and there is
still a knowledge gap between knowing about the assumption

and avoiding CISB. (5) The CISB mitigations provided by
compilers are effective for a small part of CISB but suffer
from high-performance overhead. (6) The CISB mitigations
may further be bypassed by compiler optimizations.

Through this study, we highlight future research opportu-
nities on secure compilation. In particular, compiler users
are expected to prevent CISB, while they generally have less
knowledge of CISB compared to compiler developers. Thus,
CISB still widely exist. We should instead develop automated
techniques that avoid problematic compiler optimizations or
precisely detect potential victim code. This research will hope-
fully guide and motivate further research; secure compilation
still has a long way to go. To this, we contribute the following:

• We identify a large set of different kinds of CISB in
the real world with a practical methodology. Our CISB
dataset is available at https://sites.google.com/
view/cisb-study. We propose a taxonomy of CISB
(Table 4) based on the root causes, formation, and secu-
rity impacts for each class.

• We perform a user study (N=62) demonstrating that C
programmers often lack knowledge and have difficulty
understanding CISB (§6). The questionnaire is available
in our published dataset. We hope the study results pro-
vide feedback to security and compiler research.

• We investigate and show the risks of existing mitigations.
Specifically, (i) we show CISB prevention performed by
programmers is risky, derived from real cases; (ii) we
perform a comprehensive evaluation of existing mitiga-
tions provided by compilers, with our dataset.

• We shed light on future research based on the new knowl-
edge obtained and revisit current research progress on
this problem. By showing the challenges and opportu-
nities ahead, we hope this study serves as a motivation
and guidance for future research on secure compilation.

2 The CISB Dataset

2.1 Problem Scope and Attacker Model
We define a software bug as a CISB when:

• the code, when executed without optimization, has no secu-
rity issues on the target machine;

• compiler optimizations modify the code during compilation,
creating the vulnerability;

• the code should not contain any incorrect usage of language
keywords 1;

• the compiler optimization is formally correct, i.e., the com-
piler does not violate any language specification.
1C keywords like C attributes provide a way to annotate language con-

structs such as variables, functions, or types, which can convey information
to help compiler optimizations.

https://sites.google.com/view/cisb-study
https://sites.google.com/view/cisb-study


It is worth noting that the term “introduced” in CISB is only
used to describe that the bug is created during the compilation
phase, but is not present in the source code. The term is not
supposed to assign responsibility.
Attacker Model. Our definition of a security bug is impact-
driven. That is, we define a bug as a security bug when it can
cause security impacts (breaking integrity such as memory
corruption, availability such as crashing, or confidentiality
such as leaking information). Triggerability (i.e., how to reach
a bug) is out of scope because we focus on bug types rather
than concrete bug cases. When conditions are met, all CISB
types we studied can be reachable in specific programs.

Since our determination of a CISB is impact driven, in the
following, we discuss common security impacts we encoun-
tered during our study.

• Introducing invalid instructions such as division-by-0. Such
invalid instructions would crash (breaking availability) the
program on some architectures.

• Introducing memory errors, including out-of-bound access,
use-after-free, and uninitialized uses. Memory errors are
generally security-critical, so they are in the scope of CISB.

• Introducing resource exhaustion such as infinite loops and
deadlocks, breaking availability.

• Introducing race conditions such as TOCTTOU [112] (or
Double Fetch [116]) bugs. Race conditions can further
cause critical attacks [113]. However, not all introduced
race conditions are security-critical, requiring us to confirm
their impact manually.

• Introducing other impacts. There could be other security
impacts such as side-channel attacks. To handle those cases,
we manually analyze them individually.

2.2 Methodology of Bug Collection
To comprehensively study CISB, we first need to collect a
substantial set of real compiler-introduced security bugs, as
no such dataset exists. Our rationale for collecting CISB is
that when a compiler-introduced bug is discovered, in general,
two things would happen: either the compiler maintainers fix
the compiler issue, or the compiler users modify their code
to avoid the compiler optimizations. We collect compiler-
introduced bugs (mixed with compiler bugs) from the follow-
ing two sources.
Bugzilla for compilers. First, we collect bug reports
that users submitted to the compiler bug trackers (GCC-
Bugzilla [36] and LLVM-Bugzilla [62]). In general, we find
that they include substantial information about different kinds
of potential compiler issues. However, most cases are not in
our study scope; compiler users often report non-compiler
cases or cases related to compiler correctness. It is worth not-
ing that this project considers cases orthogonal to compiler
correctness; interestingly, such cases are usually marked as
INVALID [98] by compiler developers (since their Bugzilla is

set to track compiler correctness bugs). Among these cases,
some are indeed related to CISB (our targets) while most of
them are not; so we manually review all reports to identify
cases that introduce security bugs.

Program patches related to compiler issues. To quickly
avoid erroneous compiler optimizations, compiler users often
change their source code to avoid the optimizations (instead
of trying to change compiler behaviors). In this case, a patch
will be issued and typically contains information on how
compilers may introduce bugs. Therefore, we use the patch
history of popular OSS programs as the second bug source.
In particular, we pick the Linux kernel as the target because it
has a huge and diverse code base with many corner cases that
would trigger optimization issues.

Combining the aforementioned methods, we initially col-
lected 9,334 GCC Bugzilla bug reports, 1,443 LLVM Bugzilla
bug reports, and 998,963 unique kernel commit logs. To fur-
ther refine the bug report set, we propose the following method
to find the most relevant CISB cases.

• We first select related Bugzilla reports based on their at-
tribute values. Attribute values are assigned when the com-
piler user submits the bug report to Bugzilla. For example,
we observe that, for a CISB, when asked to assign which
component of the compiler has the bug, compiler users tend
to choose values like "-New Bugs" or "LLVM Codegen".

• We further use the cross-keyword strategy to select the most
relevant git logs of the Linux kernel. That is, we define
some groups of keywords; each represents similar cases.
We can use the intersection of git logs in different groups
to discover the most relevant cases. Table 1 shows some of
our intersection results.

This scheme allows us to target the most relevant cases. Fi-
nally, we select 1,601 cases from Bugzilla and 3,226 from
the Linux patch history for manual analysis. This scale is
larger than other existing studies that require manual inspec-
tion [77, 89, 120], which involves hundreds of StackOverflow
pages or GitHub commits.

Table 1: The result of keyword intersection in the Linux kernel
(5.16) The grey cells represent the git commits we collected. We use
regular expressions such as "[Gg]cc|GCC" for keyword "gcc"(The
details are shown in Table 8 of Appendix).

gcc clang compiler optimize security attack
gcc 9,658 - - - - -
clang - 3,285 - - - -
compiler - - 9,101 - - -
optimize 651 159 883 11,696 - -
security 138 62 114 112 6,356 -
attack 21 9 24 31 152 1032



2.3 The Bug Set
From this labor-intensive study, we collect 122 CISB; 68 from
1,601 Bugzilla reports, and 54 from 3,226 Linux patches. This
sample set is similar to other bug study works involving man-
ual inspection e.g., 146 bugs in [89], 109 bugs in [44]. These
bugs can be summarized as 48 unique CISB types. (We group
bugs with the same cause and impact into a unique bug type.)
From them, we reproduce 34 unique CISB types. Vulnera-
bility reproduction is laborious [73], and reproducing CISB
is often harder, as it requires triggering certain compiler be-
haviors while avoiding the effects of unrelated optimizations.
We were unable to reproduce the remaining cases due to the
lack of triggering environment settings or because they were
related to some architectures that we were unable to test.
Bug Distribution. Table 2 shows the number of security bugs
for each class (see the classification in Table 4). First, CISB are
much more diverse than previous studies [30, 108] thought.
Second, we found fewer Orthogonal Specification (defined in
§3.1) cases in Bugzilla, probably because users know such
situations and choose not to report them to Bugzilla. However,
these cases are also common, according to their distribution
in the Linux patch history. Table 3 shows the distribution of
CISB by year, which indicates that the incidence of CISB in
recent years trends higher than in earlier years. Additionally,
the universal application of compilers and optimizations in-
creases the impacts of CISB. Lots of software can be affected,
such as the Linux kernel, impacting many end-users.
Security Impacts of CISB in Real World. The CISB we
found can lead to different types of security impacts. Specifi-
cally, 20.5% can cause system hanging (DoS), 49.2% lead to
crashes, and 20.5% lead to information leaks. The remaining
9.8% are related to security check bypassing, which may lead
to, e.g., memory errors or information leaks, depending on
the guarding checks.
Dataset Sharing. Our dataset is available online, including
test cases and their triggering oracles for all the reproduced
CISB. This dataset can benefit the research community in
several ways. In addition to helping researchers to develop and
evaluate new techniques for CISB detection and prevention,
the CISB cases can serve as educational and training materials
for students and junior analysts.

3 RQ1: General Causes and Classifications

3.1 Fundamental and General Causes
To answer why a CISB happens requires answering why the
compiler’s transformations dismantle the security property
specified by programmers. Based on all the cases we found in
the study, we summarize them as two general root causes of
CISB. In summary, security properties can be represented by
source-level abstraction [80], but are orthogonal to the func-
tionality of semantics, while the correctness of programming

languages like C/C++ lies in maintaining semantic equiva-
lence. Therefore, the security boundary in the source is invisi-
ble to current compilers.
Root Cause 1: Implicit Specification (ISpec). The com-
piler makes assumptions that conflict with the functionality
of the code in respect to the security property. This allows the
compiler to perform aggressive optimizations to dismantle the
security property. For example, the compiler can assume Un-
defined Behavior does not exist, while programmers may rely
on the execution result of the Undefined Behavior to ensure
the required security property. We refer to the specification
of these assumptions as Implicit Specification (ISpec) as they
implicitly disallow the functionality which the explicit execu-
tion result can verify. Such specifications can be those of the
language specification or other de-facto ones of the compiler.
In Figure 2, the compiler user blames the compiler for elim-
inating the null pointer check on line 6. The conflict here is
that the compiler assumes that a null pointer dereference does
not exist while the programmer leaves a null pointer derefer-
ence at line 4 as it is useful and does not cause a segmentation
fault in some environments such as embedded ARM devices.
Based on this assumption, as the pointer b is dereferenced at
line 5, the compiler infers that the pointer cannot be null at
line 6. Such a removed check will propagate the null pointer
and may endanger the system. For example, accessing such
an escaped null pointer may be exploited to gain execution
control by rewriting the interrupt table [10].

1 /* GCC bugzilla id:33629 */
2 void bad_code(void *a)
3 {
4 int *b = a;
5 int c = *b;
6 if (b) {
7 ...
8 }
9 ...

10 }

Figure 2: A GCC Bugzilla case showing that the compiler assump-
tion of undefined behaviors eliminates necessary security checks.

Root Cause 2: Orthogonal Specification (OSpec). The se-
curity property exceeds the semantic functionality scope of
language specifications. We refer to the theoretical specifi-
cation required to preserve security during compilation as
an Orthogonal Specification (OSpec); they are orthogonal
to those of correctness. Such security properties can be the
execution time or the lifetime/region of sensitive data. For ex-
ample, Figure 1 shows a typical case in the Linux kernel where
the compiler introduces an information leak, as the confiden-
tiality of sensitive data is orthogonal to semantic functionality.
The memset should clear the sensitive buffer after its last use
to prohibit a memory disclosure vulnerability from revealing
the secret. Unfortunately, the compiler may eliminate it when
performing dead store elimination (DSE), because the newly
stored value is never used. The sensitive data then persists
in memory and may be disclosed by an attacker or captured
in a memory dump, thus leaking information. Note that such



Table 2: Statistics of bugs reported to Bugzilla and in the Linux kernel. Table 4 shows the classification. ISpec is short for implicit specification
and OSpec is short for Orthogonal Specification (both defined in §3.1). We attribute bugs with the same cause and impact to a unique kind.

Bug class bugs Bugzilla bugs Kernel bugs
Unique bugs Total Proportion Unique bugs Total Unique bugs Total

ISpec1: Eliminating security related code 18 60 0.49 13 50 8 10
ISpec2: Reordering order-sensitive security code 7 10 0.08 1 4 6 6
ISpec3: Introducing Insecure Instructions 17 25 0.20 5 12 12 13
OSpec1: Making sensitive data out of bound 3 21 0.17 2 2 3 19
OSpec2: Breaking timing guarantees 2 5 0.04 0 0 2 5
OSpec3: Introducing insecure micro-architectural side effect 1 1 0.01 0 0 1 1

All 48 122 21 68 32 54

Table 3: Temporal distribution (report date) of bug classes. Bug
classes are like in Table 2. The 04-06 refers to the year 2004 to 2006.

Years 04-06 07-09 10-12 13-15 16-18 19-21
ISpec1 1 12 14 10 11 12
ISpec2 2 2 6
ISpec3 3 4 4 10 4
OSpec1 1 1 9 4 6
OSpec2 2 2 1
OSpec3 1
All 5 17 18 27 26 29

security specifications form a general abstraction of program
specifications. They are related to general security properties
but not limited to a specific program.

3.2 Three-Layer Classification

While there are two general root causes, in our study we
observe that they can lead to various insecure compiler be-
haviors that result in security consequences. We propose a
three-layer taxonomy, as shown in Table 4. This classification
aims to help understand CISB from different perspectives:
root causes(§3.1), insecure compiler behaviors, and security
consequences. See corresponding examples in §4 and §5.

4 RQ1: Implicit-Specification

This section explains the causes of CISB of Implicit Speci-
fications (ISpec): how these bugs happen and their impacts
according to our taxonomy and real-world cases.
Causes. As shown in §3.1, the root cause of ISpec cases is the
conflict between compilers’ implicit assumptions and source
code functionalities (ISpec-conflict). In particular, based on
our identified cases, the assumptions involved in the ISpec-
conflict can be divided into three classes.

• No-UB, is the most common type of ISpec where compilers
assume that the source code is free of Undefined Behavior
(UB). Language specifications permit this assumption to
reduce compiler complexity and help compilers produce
faster code. A conflict arises when programmers rely on the
execution of UB for the functionality of their code. Note
that CISB of No-UB (UB-CISB) is different from UB bugs:

triggering UB in the source code of UB-CISB will not cause
any correctness or security issues.

• Default-behavior, is the type of ISpec where compilers de-
cide it is appropriate to perform certain default behaviors or
make default assumptions. For example, compilers may pro-
mote other types to int (integer promotion), and compilers
assume functions always return by default. A conflict arises
when programmers expect that such Default-behavior does
not happen in their source code.

• Environment, is the type of ISpec where compilers assume
some implementation details of the environment such as
whether an instruction type should be used or memory align-
ment of subtypes. The conflict arises when programmers
write tailored code on their target machine which does not
match the Environment.

How a security bug happens. The ISpec-conflict acts only
as a prerequisite for a CISB. The bug will not happen until (i)
the compiler obtains additional information from inferences
based on such ISpec assumptions, (ii) the compiler performs
optimizations based on such information and breaks the func-
tionality of the security property. The aggressive inference
based on ISpec can be about the range of a variable’s value
or the ordering relationship of two operations. Such informa-
tion can help compilers infer redundant code or candidate
instructions for reordering or replacement.
Insecure optimization behaviors. For ISpec cases, the se-
curity property should be in the functionality scope of com-
piler specifications. Then insecure optimization behaviors that
break the security property must be a modification of function-
ality, i.e., it can be the elimination, reordering, or introduction
of code actions. We will now (i) discuss real-world cases for
a concrete look at ISpec cases, i.e., showing which inference
is used and the concrete ISpec-conflict; (ii) demonstrate their
security impacts.

4.1 Eliminating Security-related Code
Code elimination is a class of common optimization behaviors
such as Dead Code Elimination or Dead Store Elimination;
the elimination is performed based on the inference of values,
relations, or the status of operations. A CISB happens when
the inference is derived from ISpec and conflicts with the



Table 4: A three-layer taxonomy of compiler introduced security bugs.

Root cause Insecure optimization behaviors Security consequences

Eliminating security related code §4.1 Elimination of security checks

Implicit Specification §4 Elimination of critical memory operations

(No-UB, Default-behavior, Reordering order-sensitive security code §4.2 Disorder between order-sensitive memory operations

and Environment) Disorder between security checks and dangerous operations

Introducing insecure instructions §4.3 Introduction of invalid instructions of certain environments
Introduction of insecure logic

Orthogonal Specification §5

Making sensitive data out of bound §5.1 Violation of sensitive data’s living-time boundary
Violation of sensitive data’s space(memory) boundary

Breaking timing guarantees §5.2 Introduction of the time side channel
Disordered concurrency sequence due to modification of duration

Introducing micro-architectural side effects §5.3 Introduction of bounds check bypass vulnerability

source code. For the cases whose security-related code has
been eliminated, we further divide them based on the specific
security consequences, including eliminating security checks
and critical memory operations.
Elimination of security checks. Security checks [64] are
conditional statements used to check the value or status of
some variables to further ensure security. Common security
checks include NULL checks, bound checks or permission
checks. When being eliminated, their protection for these
security guarantees is broken.

The security impact depends on what the eliminated check
protected. One common impact is introducing an infinite
loop; it happens when the condition check is used as a loop
check. As for those caused by No-UB, the most common
impact is introducing an unexpected UB such as null pointer
dereference, division by 0, or out-of-bound access. Next, we
discuss real cases by the involved inference and ISpec-conflict.
(i) Value range inference via No-UB. With such an inference,
the compiler can decide a security check is redundant. Typical
cases include assuming no signed integer overflow and no
null pointer dereference (such as shown in Figure 2).
(ii) Same value inference via Default-behavior. The compiler
can eliminate subsequent checks of the same value with such
an inference. As in a case on the Linux kernel [47], the value
can also be the return value of a function. The ISpec-conflict
exists in this case when the compiler infers that two adjacent
callings of function have_cpuid_p() share the same return
value while the value may be affected by global. That is
because the function may access flag registers in the inline
assembly code and flag registers are “global”.
Elimination of critical memory operations. The elimi-
nated security code may be critical memory operations. This
is mainly caused by implicit inferences against some mem-
ory objects and incorrectly determining necessary memory
operations as redundant.

The security impacts are mostly memory corruptions, e.g.,
uninitialized memory access when initialization is eliminated.
As the value of the victim variable is modified, sometimes it
may break the intended logic and introduce specific insecure
logic, like bypassing security checks [39].
(i) Redundant memory-operation inference via No-UB. Com-

pilers can make such inferences when the memory operations
involve one or more UB. For example, compilers assume no
modification against a constant variable and no strict alias
violation. However, developers may need to modify the con-
stant variable to do the initialization [29]. In this case, this
trick works for GCC with a memory barrier but Clang will
determine the barrier redundant and remove the initialization.
Compilers also assume no data race, based on which compil-
ers can falsely decide unused objects and remove operations
such as initialization against them [85].
(ii) Value not-used inference of Implicit Default-behavior. A
typical ISpec-conflict exists when a memory cell is only read
in the asm block but not listed in the “Input Operands”. Ac-
cording to the specification [37], if a value is in the “Input
Operands”, it is read in the asm block. However, the compiler
infers that if the value is not in the “Input Operands”, then
it is not read in the asm block. Such an implicit inference
is not logically equivalent to the specification. Note if the
inference is explicitly expressed in specifications, then the
source allows "Value not-used inference" by specifications.
This case is therefore not CISB but a source bug. One such
case in the Linux kernel [12] results in a file system failure.

4.2 Reordering Order-sensitive Security Code

Some security-related operations have a strict ordering re-
quirement; breaking the ordering may cause security issues.
This behavior is often caused by the compiler’s improper
inference of the relation among some operations based on No-
UB and Default-behavior. The security consequences depend
on which part of the code is reordered.
Disorder between order-sensitive memory operations.
Due to No-UB, compilers may make inferences to judge
the relation among memory operations and reorder them.
However, such reordering may violate security rules, lead-
ing to security bugs. We found that such disorder can eas-
ily cause memory corruption, e.g., when the initialization
of a variable is reordered to be after its uses, which leads
to uninitialized uses. This can also introduce data races
and corruption. We found that common related compiler as-
sumptions are no strict-aliasing violation and no data races,



and we found ample security bugs caused by these assump-
tions [2, 28, 35, 40, 58, 101, 107, 115].
Disorder between security checks and critical operations.
Commonly, critical operations are executed only when they
pass security checks. Therefore, the reordering of them would
immediately result in the bypassing of the security checks. In
the case shown in Figure 3, the order of the check in line 2
and the division in line 7 must be ensured. The compiler by
default assumes the function ereport to return. That is, line
7 will always be executed no matter which branch is taken
and arg2 is unchanged between line 2 and line 7. Based on
such inference, the compiler of some architecture will move
the division at line 7 ahead of the check at line 2, eventually
bypassing the check, introducing a new division-by-zero and
terminating the application.

1 /* debian bugreport id:616180 */
2 if (arg2 == 0)
3 ereport(ERROR,/* will not return */
4 (errcode(ERRCODE_DIVISION_BY_ZERO),
5 errmsg("division by zero")));
6 /* arg2 cannot be 0 here */
7 result = arg1 / arg2;

Figure 3: A case about function return assumption caused security
check reordering. GCC on SPARC64 moves the division in line 7
before the check in line 2, resulting in a divide-by-zero issue.

4.3 Introducing Insecure Instructions

Compilers can also introduce insecure code via implicit spec-
ifications (e.g., the assumptions of alignment or the layout
of structures), thereby undermining security guarantees. We
again divide this class based on the security consequences of
such translation.
Introduction of invalid instructions of certain environ-
ments. Compilers can produce invalid instructions when
the actual environment differs from the assumed one or when
the default behavior does not fit a real scenario.

Based on such inference, the compiler can produce other-
wise invalid instructions in a certain environment. A typical
case in our study is that compilers may produce unaligned
access on align-required architectures or use align-required
instructions to perform unaligned access. As is shown in an
LLVM case [25], the compiler uses a VLDR, an align-required
instruction on ARM Cortex-M4, to perform a faster 4 byte
read even when the memory access is unaligned. A hardware
crash happens when a VLDR is performed in an unaligned way.
Functionality inference via Default-behavior. Based on such
inference, compilers can produce insecure logic. For example,
on GCC Bugzilla [100], the compiler replaces a calling of
printf() to puts() with such inference. However, puts()
does not allow NULL as a parameter while printf() does.
As a result, the compiler optimization causes the program to
crash when puts() receives a NULL parameter.
Introduction of insecure logic. Compilers can make as-

sumptions that do not fit a real scenario and further modify
the explicit user-expected logic in the source code. Such trans-
formation may introduce security problems when the original
logic is modified to an insecure one.
Standard function inference via Environment. A ISpec-conflict
may exist when programmers define their own standard func-
tions. We found such a case in the Linux kernel, as shown
in Figure 4. The compiler assumes that memset() must re-
turn, and the return value is its first argument, i.e., the pointer
waiter. As the return value of ARM functions is stored in
the register R0, the compiler can further infer that the value
of waiter is stored in R0 after the call of memset() in line 5.
With these inferences, the compiler replaces waiter with R0
in line 6 and line 7. However, this kernel version of memset
should not return any value. Therefore, R0 can be used for
other purposes and cannot represent the waiter in line 6
and line 7; changing this pointer to R0 will cause memory
corruption.

1 /* commit: 455bd4c430b0c0a361f38e8658a0d6cb469942b5 */
2 void debug_mutex_lock_common(struct mutex *lock,
3 struct mutex_waiter *waiter)
4 {
5 memset(waiter, MUTEX_DEBUG_INIT, sizeof(*waiter));
6 waiter->magic = waiter;
7 INIT_LIST_HEAD(&waiter->list);
8 }

Figure 4: A case about the redefinition of standard function caus-
ing memory corruption. The compiler assumes the return value of
memset() at line 5 is in the register R0 and uses it to replace the
waiter in line 6,7; this will cause memory corruption.

Default-behavior assumption. Security-related logic can also
be modified due to Default-behavior. A typical scenario is
that security checks are invalidated due to automatically pro-
moting types. We found multiple cases in which compilers
automatically promote data types like char and short int,
which take fewer bytes than int, to int or unsigned int
when an operation is performed on them [87]. Such “int pro-
motion” is the default compiler behavior permitted in the
language specification. In this case, if (u8 + 1) is used to
catch the situation when the unsigned 8-bit number u8 is 255
by legal unsigned 8-bit overflow [95]. However, when “Int
Promotion” happens, the check fails because (255+1) is a
normal integer number, and there is no overflow to make (u8
+ 1) be 0. Such a failed check can be dangerous, e.g., when
it is used as a loop check. If it happens, an infinite loop will
break availability.
No-concurrency assumption via No-UB and Environment.
C/C++ compilers can do aggressive optimizations that are
correct for single-threaded execution, but dangerous in a con-
current environment due to the lack of explicit specification
of concurrency. With C11, C specifications include a de-
tailed memory model to better support concurrency, defining
concurrency-related UB. Programmers must use new primi-
tives to handle concurrency in their code, or their code will
be prone to UB. Suddenly, legacy code can be blamed for



containing UB. Different from other No-UB but similar to
Orthogonal-Specification cases, here compilers assume a no-
concurrency environment but not specific kinds of UB. An
ISpec-conflict exists when programmers arrange their threads
well but without provided primitives. For example: (a) a deep
copy can be optimized into a shallow copy for performance
reasons, breaking consistency. As Figure 5 shows, the com-
piler eliminates the deep copy of vma, leaving a time window
between line 5 and the use of vma. Because the later use
of vma has been replaced with the origin memory read of
the racy mm->mmap_cache (other than of vma), the value of
mm->mmap_cache may have been changed after it has passed
the check in line 5, leading to a typical TOCTTOU bug. (b)
The atomicity of critical operations can be broken. Com-
pilers may split one critical operation, such as one shared
memory access, into several ones, e.g., by splitting a larger
object into small ones and then accessing each part separately,
the critical operation becomes non-atomic. Such violation of
operation atomicity incurs interrupts against concurrent oper-
ations, and causes memory corruption or other insecure logic
errors. For example, Linux kernel developers found GCC uses
rep movsl rather than rep movsq for a structure copy, break-
ing the atomicity of the access to such a shared structure;
triggering memory corruption [121].

1 /* commit: b6a9b7f6b1f21735a7456d534dc0e68e61359d2c */
2 - vma = mm->mmap_cache;
3 + vma = ACCESS_ONCE(mm->mmap_cache);
4 if (!(vma && vma->vm_end > addr && vma->vm_start <= addr)) {
5 struct rb_node *rb_node;

Figure 5: A double fetch bug introduced by GCC 4.8 on s390x.
ACCESS_ONCE() is used to force the compiler to do the deep copy.

5 RQ1: Orthogonal-Specification

For ISpec cases, the corresponding specifications are present
but implicitly break security properties. Contrary to ISpec, our
study reveals that security-related specifications can be com-
pletely omitted, as they are often orthogonal to correctness-
related specifications that compilers emphasize. According
to our study, Orthogonal Specification (OSpec, as defined in
§3.1) can also cause critical security impacts. We divide OS-
pec cases by the insecure optimization behaviors and security
consequences they bring.

5.1 Moving Sensitive Data Out of Boundary
We define a boundary violation of sensitive data as the exis-
tence of sensitive data in memory exceeding the boundaries of
space/time the developer intends to enforce. Due to security
boundaries for sensitive data not included in specifications,
compiler optimizations may break the intended boundaries
and lead to leaks or corruption of sensitive data.
Violation of living-time boundary of sensitive data. This
problem occurs when the sensitive data persists in memory

longer than its originally designed lifetime because of com-
piler optimization. Most sensitive data, such as secret keys,
urge such enforcement of the boundary. Common security
impacts include leaks or corruption of sensitive data due to
the expansion of attack surfaces.

One representative case is the elimination of secret scrub-
bing during the Dead Store Elimination (DSE) optimization.
Information leaks occur when compilers try to scrub some
sensitive data such as passwords or cryptographic keys. Previ-
ous work [9, 103, 119] also discussed this problem in detail.
Violation of sensitive data’s space (memory) boundary.
This problem occurs when the sensitive data reaches out of
the memory region its developer intends to enforce because
of compiler optimizations. Such enforcement of the memory
boundary of sensitive data is common in systems with mul-
tiple memory layers of different privileges such as the user
space and kernel space in the OS kernel. Similarly, they can
cause leaks or corruption of sensitive data. In general, pass-
ing uninitialized memory within a single address space does
not violate security; however, it becomes serious information
leaks when data passes past the kernel/user boundary. The
common cases are uninitialized structure padding and par-
tial union initialization introduced by compilers. Passing the
uninitialized memory introduces information leaks, as shown
in [65]. Unfortunately, this problem remains severe with sev-
eral recently observed cases in the Linux kernel [5, 8, 14].

5.2 Breaking Timing Guarantees

Compilers are oblivious to timing guarantees (e.g., the same
execution time of two paths) enforced by developers, and opti-
mizations may destroy guarantees. For cases in this category,
we divide them based on the specific security consequences.
Introduction of the timing side channel. Compilers may
break the timing requirement and introduce timing side chan-
nels by many optimizations [30], e.g., the secret can be in-
ferred from the time information of the crypto code. For exam-
ple, the compiler makes the (Linux version) memcmp() return
early when a mismatch of the memory comparison occurs,
which may leak timing in crypto code [43]. In this case, the
developers disable this optimization on memcmp() using the
compiler option -Os. However, this patch is revised later [6],
as disabling compiler optimizations is fragile. As adding new
optimizations to -O0 or -Os would break the assumptions the
code is making.
Disordered concurrency sequence due to modification of
duration. A time delay can be used to ensure the concur-
rency sequence, such as waiting a given duration for some
hardware initialization progress to complete and then using
the hardware; however, compiler optimizations can change
the duration, and then the sequence is disordered. A typical se-
curity consequence of such a disorder is bypassing a security
check, such as a case [70] in the Linux kernel.



5.3 Introducing Insecure Micro-architectural
Side Effects

Typically, a speculative execution side channel can be used
to leak sensitive information [46, 59]. Code sequences with
certain features are vulnerable to this side-channel attack. Due
to the unawareness of such side effects, compilers may add
such vulnerable features and bring side channel attack surface
to created code.
Introduction of bound-check bypass vulnerability. Sev-
eral code sequences can be used as the gadget to craft spec-
ulative execution side-channel attacks; bound-check bypass
vulnerability is one of them [42]. It can cause the leakage of
sensitive data through cache-based side-channel attacks. Com-
pilers can introduce speculative execution in bound-checks,
as shown in Figure 6 and this blog [41]. The switch can be
optimized to lines 9 and 10. Line 10 can now be speculatively
executed regardless of the check at line 9, which can finally
leak arbitrary information in memory through cache-based
side channel attacks as the method in the Meltdown paper [59].
The root problem is that the optimization introduces micro-
architectural side effects, and compilers are unaware of it.

1 /* Before optimization*/
2 switch(x) {
3 case 0: return y;
4 case 1: return z;
5 ...
6 default: return -1;
7 }
8 /* After optimization*/
9 if (x < 0 || x > 2) return -1;

10 goto case[x];

Figure 6: An example of compiler-introduced speculative bound
check pass caused information leaks. A Bound Check Bypass vul-
nerability is introduced by the compiler’s processing of switch.

6 RQ2: User Study and Survey

In general, compiler users are expected to prevent CISB. Given
a large number of compiler rules and assumptions, is it real-
istic for users to correctly follow them and avoid CISB? We
conduct a user study to answer this question from three angles:
A1: the programmers’ knowledge and awareness of CISB and
related issues, A2: the programmers’ first-hand experience
or estimates of experience of encountering a CISB, and A3:
programmer views of CISB. In addition, we also ask for their
expectations for prospective research.
Procedure of the user study. We select the most common
UB-CISB and CISB of OSpec for the study. (UB-CISB means
CISB caused by No-UB assumption, and CISB of OSpec
means the CISB caused by OSpec (as defined in §3.1).) To en-
sure that the participants precisely understand the concepts in
our study, we provide reading materials before questions. Our
reading materials include learner-friendly definitions of UB,
CISB, UB-CISB, CISB of OSpec, and three typical CISB cases.

Table 5: Table of Participant Demographics

Survey (n = 62)
Organization Compiler Developer Communities 9.68%

Company1 17.74%
Company2 11.29%
Company3 3.23%
Company4 1.61%
Unknown Company 1.61%
University1 22.58%
University2 17.74%
University3 11.29%
University4 1.61%
Unknown University 1.61%

Role security analyst / security maintainer 6.45%
compiler developer or maintainer 3.23%
professional C programmer 30.65%
academic researcher 22.58%
master student 11.29%
PhD student 22.58%
OS developer 1.61%
Others 1.61%

We also provide a UB bug to help programmers learn the dif-
ference between UB-CISB and UB bugs. After the knowledge
questions, we also briefly introduce mitigations and ask for
their opinions on who should bear the responsibility of the
two kinds of CISB. We further ask for their estimates of the
difficulty to learn, debug and avoid writing UB-CISB. Finally,
they are asked to express their expectations for prospective
research in this area.
Recruitment. After obtaining an ethics review waiver from
the local ethics review board 2, we recruit participants by dis-
tributing recruitment advertisements online to 4 universities
and 4 companies (see the detailed requirements for recruit-
ment in Appendix 12.1), contacting compiler developers or
maintainers, and snowball sampling where participants recom-
mended other colleagues. In total, we recruit 62 participants,
including 27 industry employees, 14 academic researchers,
and 21 graduate students with a background in system security
or programming languages. Table 5 details the demographics
of participants. Participants had an average of 7 years of C
programming experience. We follow a standard and ethical
way to reward participants (with gift cards), and 6 volunteers
declined the rewards. We believe the number of participants
is substantial, as it is already more than 12-20 participants as
suggested by qualitative research best practices literature [38]
and also aligns with related works [73, 104].
Results and findings. Here we present the main findings.
A1: Programmers’ knowledge and awareness: (1) There are
knowledge gaps among programmers’ knowledge of UB, No-
UB assumption, and UB-CISB. As shown in Figure 7, the
proportions of their knowledge are 90.3%, 48.4%, 41.9%,
respectively. (2) C programmers do not know CISB well,
especially for UB-CISB. Only 41.9% of them know about

2This study only includes interactions involving survey procedures. No
information which could identify the human subjects will be shared or stored
with the data.



UB-CISB, and 50% know about CISB of OSpec. (3) C pro-
grammers do not know the UB-CISB mitigations provided by
compilers well, 41.9% of them do not know such mitigations
and 48.6% have heard about them but do not know the details.
A2: Programmer experience of UB-CISB: (4) It usually takes
a lot of time to solve UB-CISB. As shown in Figure 8, over
half of the programmers either took more than 2 hours to solve
a CISB or even did not manage to solve it. (5) C programmers
often consider it difficult for them to learn and understand,
debug or avoid a UB-CISB, as shown in Figure 9; Interest-
ingly, from some feedback, we found that some programmers
assume and trust the security of compilers. A hard part for
them in the first place is realizing that these problems are
silently introduced in binary code by the compiler.
A3: Programmer Views: (6) C programmers tend to agree that
the compiler should take a bit more responsibility for most
CISB. When asked to rank the degree of responsibility from 1
to 9 (1 means completely the responsibility of the program-
mer, 5 means neutral, 9 means completely the responsibility
of the compiler), they rank UB-CISB 5.81 and CISB of OSpec
5.87 on average. (7) Most C programmers think it is necessary
to collect all kinds of CISB behavior systematically. 82.3% of
them in our survey take it as “Extremely necessary” or “Very
necessary”.
Summary: The quantitative results of the above three aspects
show that it is unreliable to expect programmers to prevent
CISB themselves in the current situation.

Figure 7: The percentage of C programmers’ knowledge of UB
(Undefined Behavior), No-UB assumption and UB-CISB.

Figure 8: The percentage of the longest time to solve a UB-CISB,
for C programmers who have encountered a UB-CISB (N=23).

Feedback. We received positive feedback from participants,
e.g., the study helped them explain some unsolved issues; they
encountered a real UB-CISB just a few days after participation,
and our survey helped them find the root cause.

Bias prevention. We try to avoid biases by: (i) recruiting
participants from the compiler communities and inviting com-
piler developers or maintainers; (ii) making it clear in the
survey that our terminology does not represent any subjective

Figure 9: The degree of difficulty in the view of C programmers
to (i) learn and understand UB-CISB, (ii) debug the root cause by
themselves, (iii) avoid writing UB-CISB with No-UB told and the
complete list of UB rules.

assessment and encouraging them to share their own opin-
ions.

7 RQ3: Current Mitigations

Here we study current CISB mitigations and highlight any
remaining risks.

7.1 Programmer/User Efforts
Typically compiler users are expected to avoid CISB them-
selves. Compiler users usually have three choices: (1) Nor-
malizing the source code to avoid potential victim seman-
tics, such as undefined behaviors. (2) Using language level
or hardware level mechanisms such as volatile or memory
barriers to control (force or block) compiler behaviors. It is
ad-hoc and unstable to tame compiler behaviors, but some-
times users have limited choices. System-level programs or
libraries often provide some primitives as interfaces based on
these mechanisms. This is to provide unified and specialized
solutions for programmers and relies on experienced system
developers to handle complex compiler behaviors. Note that
such primitives may still fail, as shown in many Linux kernel
cases (e.g., Figure 1). (3) Blocking all compiler optimizations.
As the strategy O0 in Table 6, blocking optimizations is not
always effective (< 95%), and the performance overhead is
prohibitively high (> 2.5X). Our study reveals that it is risky
to rely on users to avoid CISB for the following reasons (in
addition to the quantitative evidence from our user study).
UB rules are hard to learn and understand. There are
200+ rules in the C standard (ISO C17 J2) for UB. Other than
those simple programming errors, such as buffer overflow,
use after free, about 180 may involve UB-CISB [68]. It is
impractical for compiler users to remember and follow all
these rules. Even given the full list of UB, these rules can be
easily misunderstood or ignored.
Compiler optimizations may further disable prevention.
Unexpectedly, we found that compiler optimizations may
silently break the prevention of a CISB. Based on our study,
we have found many such cases where a CISB cannot be fully



patched at one time. As we have discussed in Figure 1, this
patch failed when GCC performed a new optimization [66],
and failed again when the compiler changed to LLVM [26].

7.2 Compiler Assistance

While generally users are expected to avoid CISB, compilers
provide some compilation options for preventing bugs or re-
porting warnings. However, based on our study, we found that
such mitigations do not work well: suffering from effective-
ness and performance issues.

To understand the issues, we set up an experiment. We
take all the reproduced cases in our dataset as representative
examples for real-world CISB. We select different compiler
mitigation strategies and study their effectiveness and perfor-
mance, as listed in Table 6. The attack target is to ensure that
the CISB occurs and is not caught by mitigations. The results
confirm that (1) The current mitigations are insufficient (e.g.,
“UBSan” and “Wall” misses about 70% of cases) (2) There is
a trade-off between effectiveness and performance. Effective
mitigations often hurt performance a lot.

It is worth noting that the effectiveness rates of “O3” and
“O2” come mostly from compiler warnings.

Table 6: An evaluation of the mitigations provided by the compiler.
For strategies, O0-O3: corresponding compiler option; “All-ub”:
a group of compiler flags to mitigate all UB-CISB. ‘All-cisb”: a
minimal group of options (restricting or disabling optimizations) to
prevent all the preventable CISB; “UBSan”: Undefined Behavior
Sanitizer; “Wall”: reporting warnings with flag “-Wall”. “Eff.(UB-
CISB)”, “Eff. (all CISB)” means the effectiveness of the strategy on
all the UB-CISB or CISB in our dataset related to the given compiler.
We take a strategy as effective if it avoids the bug from happen-
ing, or catches the bug at runtime or compilation time. “Overhead”
means the performance overhead tested on a benchmark (SPEC CPU
2006), of compiler GCC 12.0.1 and Clang 14.0.0, taking “O3” as the
baseline. (See the used compiler options of all strategies in Table 9.)

Strategy Eff.(UB-CISB) Eff. (all CISB) Overhead

O3 gcc 10.0% 9.7% 0%
clang 26.7% 16.0% 0%

O2 gcc 10.0% 6.5% 5.4%
clang 26.7% 16.0% 2.1%

O1 gcc 30.0% 25.8% 21.4%
clang 26.7% 16.0% 3.7%

O0 gcc 78.9% 67.7% 211.4%
clang 93.3% 80.0% 170.0%

All-ub gcc 53.3% - 17.7%
clang 55.0% - 7.2%

All-cisb gcc 75.0% 61.3% 23.8%
clang 53.3% 48.0% 8.1%

UBSan gcc 30.0% - 186.8%
clang 33.3% - 227.7%

Wall gcc 20.0% - -
clang 26.7% - -

7.3 Automatic Prevention

Compared with educating developers to follow all the rules to
avoid CISB, a more attractive choice is automatically handling
them. There are mainly three kinds of automatic CISB pre-
vention. We investigate them with our taxonomy; see Table 7.
Runtime sanitizer. Sanitizers add checks during compilation
to catch security problems at runtime. UBSanitizer [21]
detects common undefined behaviors such as signed in-
teger overflow, pointer overflow, or missing return state-
ments. Some sanitizers are designed to detect other undefined
behaviors: ThreadSanitizer [92] can detect data races;
TypeSanitizer [32] can detect strict aliasing violations. In
addition, Song et al. [96] conduct a survey of sanitizers for
security. Fuzzing tools often leverage runtime sanitizers to
detect faults [11, 18, 33, 34, 48, 84]. Sanitizers, in general,
should not have FP, but FN are unavoidable. To find a bug, it
must be executed (i.e., covered) and the sanitizer instrumenta-
tion must detect it. The overhead is the leading factor limiting
their widespread use.
Formal secure compilation. This class of fundamental solu-
tions enables compilers to preserve security properties during
optimizations. Some works develop compilers that preserve
given security properties, such as confidentiality [9] and in-
tegrity of values, constant execution time [3, 7, 15, 93, 111],
or micro-architecture side-effects [82]. Some works pro-
vide a formal verifier to guarantee confidentiality [94] or
constant-time security [4]. In addition, fully abstract compi-
lation [1, 81, 105, 106] aims at ensuring observational equiv-
alence during compilation and thus is a general solution for
secure compilation. Patrignani et al. [80] survey that. The
performance and complicated use are factors limiting their
widespread use. However, the efficiency of securely compiled
code is rarely considered [80].
Dedicated security analysis. Many works provide a specific
abstract model or focus on semantic patterns to identify cer-
tain security problems. A few of them are specially designed
for CISB: STACK [109, 110] detects CISB in the scope of
ISpec 1(§4.1) related to UB; Yang et al. [119] and Sprun-
del [103] identify CISB of OSpec 1(§5.1) related to the elimi-
nation of secret scrubbing by semantic patterns. Most of them
focus on broader security problems such as cryptographic key
misuse [55], information leak bugs [65], Undefined Behavior
bugs [60, 114], Spectre gadgets [79, 86]. Certain kinds of
CISB are included but not the direct target, e.g., Unisan [65]
can prevent information leak bugs including CISB of unini-
tialized structure padding (§5.2). All such detection works
suffer from FN and FP issues.

8 RQ4: Challenges for Future Research

User study. The ability of a developer to avoid CISB situ-
ations (especially UB-CISB) when writing code should be



Table 7: Automatic Prevention works. For types, "SD": "Static De-
tection"; "DD": "Dynamic Detection"; "RP": "Runtime Prevention";
"C": New Compiler; "V": "Verifier"; "F": "Formal Foundation". For
Target CISB, bug classes are like in Table 2, circles like (100%)
mean the maximum percentage of CISB in our dataset that can the-
oretically be prevented. For FP&FN, ✓: YES, ✗: NO, (100%):
the known ratio. For PO(performance overhead), : < 1%; :
< 20%; : < 100% : < 500% ; : >= 500%. Works with ★

means it is specific to CISB.

Automatic Prevention Year Type Target
CISB

Analysis
FP FN PO

Runtime
sanitizer

UBSan [21] 2012- DD&RP ISpec 1,2,3 ✗ ✓

ThreadSan [92] 2009- DD&RP ISpec 1,2,3 ✗ ✓

TySan [32] 2017- DD&RP ISpec 1,2,3 ✗ ✓ n/a

Formal
Secure
Compila-
tion

Ct-verif [4] 2016 V OSpec 2 - - -
Jasmin [3] 2017 C&V OSpec 2 - -
FaCT [15] 2017 C OSpec 2 - - n/a
Besson et al. [9] 2018 C OSpec 1 - - n/a
CT-wasm [111] 2019 C&V OSpec 2 - -
Simon et al. [93] 2019 C OSpec 2 - -
Barthe et al. [7] 2020 C&V OSpec 2 - -
Patrignani et al. [82] 2021 F OSpec 3 - - -

Dedicated
security
analysis

★ STACK [109] 2013 SD ISpec 1 ✓ ✓ -
Unisan [65] 2016 SD&RP OSpec 1 ✓ -
★ Yang et al. [119] 2017 RP OSpec 1 - -
K-Hunt [55] 2018 DD OSpec 2 ✓ ✓ -
★ Sprundel [103] 2018 SD OSpec 1 ✓ ✓ -
Wu et al. [114] 2020 SD ISpec 1,2,3 ✓ ✓ -
SpecFuzz [79] 2020 DD OSpec 3 ✓ ✓ -
SpecTaint [86] 2021 DD OSpec 3 ✓ ✓ -
KUBO [60] 2021 SD ISpec 1,2,3 -

measured quantitatively. However, our user study(§6) is not
enough to give a precise quantitative estimate of it. Such a
statistic would guide future work in secure compilation and
programmer education. We therefore call for a user study
to measure this. The challenge lies in providing an objec-
tive, comprehensive, and representative criterion to evaluate
programmers.

Automatic Prevention. (1) Dedicated security analysis. The
key challenge is that there are not many works specially de-
signed for CISB and many CISB remain unsolved. The hardest
part of identifying a CISB by program analysis is giving a suit-
able oracle to help discern if the bug is security-related and
compiler-introduced. Another challenge is that source-level
analysis should be optimization-aware to help the prevention,
due to the nature of CISB. In addition, for detection works,
both False Positives and False Negatives are hard to avoid.
One way to reduce the effects of False Positive is to automati-
cally fix the reported bug sites through instrumentation like
Unisan [65]. Then the performance should be considered. An-
other possible direction is to provide warnings for all potential
security problems and filter potential CISB via the behavior of
related optimizations or their exploitability such as whether

the potential bug can be triggered through user-controlled
data. (2) Runtime sanitization. More tailored sanitizers are
needed for other CISB (especially those unrelated to UB) and
code coverage is the main challenge. The challenge for a
new sanitizer for security is to ensure that the False Positive
ratio is negligible (and ideally zero). (3) Formal Secure Com-
pilation. Although existing secure compilation approaches
show promising results for particular security models, the
application of secure compilation techniques to mainstream
programming languages has not yet been achieved. In addi-
tion, as shown in Table 7, formal works for UB-CISB are rare.
The challenge is UB is piecemeal and hard to model, which
is one of the reasons why UB is introduced to ease compilers.
We call for work focusing directly on security boundaries that
is compatible with commonly used languages like C/C++.

9 Discussion and Limitations

9.1 Related Security Issues

Compilers can also indirectly cause other security issues.
Simplification of Attacks. Compilers may make the code
risk-prone and easier to be attacked when breaking defen-
sive properties. For example, not inlining a function in
SMAP-disabled regions of OS kernels may introduce security
holes [45]; omitting function frame pointer can help attackers
to bypass a check [23]. Compilers can also introduce extra
ROP gadgets [13] and facilitate code reuse attacks.
Influence on Security Mechanisms. As security mecha-
nisms are unaware of and orthogonal to compiler optimiza-
tion, they may become ineffective [57].. For example, the
security of binary level CFI implementations [75, 83, 102] is
weakened if function signature recovery is incomplete [117].
Moreover, security checks of code reuse defense such as CFI
can be bypassed via TOCTTOU attacks when compilers in-
troduce double fetch of those checked values through opti-
mizations such as register spilling [22]. Stack protections like
LLVM SafeStack [61] can also be rendered ineffective due to
register spilling [16].

9.2 Limitations

False negatives. The results still have false negatives due to
the imprecise keyword-based searching and manual analysis.
To reduce this threat, three authors analyzed potential bugs
separately and discussed inconsistent issues until an agree-
ment was reached. In addition, our data sources cannot cover
all CISB; OS kernels can not represent all code bases. Finally,
as an empirical study, we will certainly miss some unknown
cases, which is expected because compilers evolve, and there
will always be new threats in the future. However, we be-
lieve that our taxonomy remains helpful when programmers
encounter new CISB cases.



False positives. In this project, we first tried to confirm each
case we met by reproducing the compiler behaviors across
various versions of GCC/Clang. Moreover, for the complex
cases in the Linux kernel that we cannot confirm, our results
are based on the evidence provided by compiler users, such as
binary code snippets and running traces. Therefore, we believe
the false-positive rate of our result should be meager. But there
may still be some false positives when programmers give us
incorrect hints of the bug’s existence or security impacts.
Other threats to validity. Our dataset may be biased. First,
the data source can not represent all styles of code. In addition
to the Bugzilla pages, we investigate bugs from Linux kernel
commits. The Linux kernel is a huge program with rich code
diversity. However, it is just a representative codebase for
operating systems. Second, the manual efforts required to an-
alyze the bugs were large. Unlike other bugs, due to the lack
of an accepted definition and the piecemeal nature of CISB,
CISB cases can only be filtered manually from a large number
of potential reports. We have spent 1,500 person-hours to get
the dataset. In addition, our dataset only targets the C pro-
gramming language. This is also the choice of many related
works [30, 65, 108] in this field. CISB in C are fundamental
and they are shared with C++. Note that CISB can also exist
in other programming languages.

10 Related Work

CISB Studies. D’Silva et al. [30] defined the concept of
correctness-security gap and studied compiler-introduced se-
curity challenges qualitatively. They classified the bugs into
three classes: information leaks through persistent state, elim-
ination of security-relevant code due to undefined behavior,
and introduction of side channels. Our study shows that these
three classes collected in their research are incomplete in rep-
resenting the correctness-security gap (theoretically covering
69% bugs in our dataset), and each class of their bugs is il-
lustrated with limited cases. As far as we know, it is the only
previous work that studies CISB broadly. Wang et al. [108]
collected a subset of CISB related to undefined behaviors and
developed a static checker called STACK [109, 110] to detect
bugs caused by the elimination of security-relevant code due
to undefined behaviors. While STACK finds some bugs, not
all CISB types are covered, leaving some classes undetected.
Wu et al. [114] listed several optimizations that rely on the
No-UB assumption in LLVM, hooking LLVM code to detect
potential UB during compilation time. Such a list of optimiza-
tions is obtained from expert knowledge, focusing on a few
CISB types. Some works also talk about a certain kind of CISB
of OSpec. Lu et al. [65], Yang et al. [119] and Sprundel [103]
separately discuss a certain type of CISB of sensitive data
leakage and survey the existing mitigation. Simon et al. [93]
study some CISB of side channel risks. Table 7 shows the
target CISB of these works. In comparison, our quantitative

study is designed to draw a comprehensive picture of CISB.
We collected different CISB types from real bug reports rather
than expert knowledge, and also qualitatively investigate the
knowledge and views of programmers.
Detection of CISB. As discussed in §7.3, these works [60,
65, 103, 109, 114] aim to detect certain kinds of CISB, while
our study aims to collect various CISB types. Note that we do
not pursue more CISB but more CISB types.
Formal Secure Compilation. As discussed in §7.3, these
works [1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 15, 81, 82, 105, 106, 111] are mitigations
designed to enable compilers to formally preserve security
properties. In comparison, our study focuses on concrete se-
curity violations and their mitigations.
Works on compiler correctness bugs. There have been
many studies [89, 98] or testing tools [19, 20, 24, 49, 50, 56,
76, 88, 97, 118] on compiler correctness bugs. More compiler
testing works can be found in the survey [17] of Chen et al..
Lee et al. [51] study some conflicting compiler assumptions
regarding UB in LLVM IR and provide a solution to ensure
the compiler generates correct code. In addition, many works
[27, 31, 52–54, 63, 67] formally verify the functionality or
correctness of compilers. However, unlike these works focus-
ing on broken compiler correctness, our study investigates
security issues where compilers act correctly (but in ways
unexpected to the developer).
Empirical Studies on Software Defects. Much research ef-
fort has been made to study fault-related characteristics of
software systems other than compilers, e.g., Tan et al. [99]
inspect bug root causes, impacts and components to find char-
acteristics within open-source projects, Zhang et al. [120]
study deep learning application bugs. In comparison, we fo-
cus on software bugs unexpectedly introduced by compilers.

11 Conclusion

“Correct” compiler optimizations may introduce security bugs.
Here, we study the compiler-introduced security bugs. We
comprehensively collect a diverse set of bugs from two
sources, with 122 bugs and 68 unique bug types. We propose a
three-level classification for the taxonomy of the bugs and per-
form an empirical study against them, including their causes,
impacts, and mitigation. Through this study, we summarize
many important findings and lessons learned. For example, the
“no-undefined-behavior” assumption has become a nightmare
for compiler users, and compiler optimizations may further
disable patches for these compiler-introduced bugs. We also
perform a user study to understand the awareness, knowledge,
and views of users on the compiler rules and assumptions.
We found that users often lack knowledge of such security
bugs and consider these bugs to be hard for them to under-
stand, debug, and avoid. Most of our survey participants tend
to agree that compilers should take some responsibility and
call for research work. Instead of relying on compiler users to



fully understand compiler behaviors and properly use them, a
more effective solution is to enforce advanced and automated
techniques on the compiler side. We hope the study motivates
future research on secure compilation.
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12 Appendix

12.1 User study materials
12.1.1 Recruitment Requirements

Participants who meet the following requirement are selected
to participate the user study:

• have C programming experience > 2 years OR knew
about Undefined Behavior.

For graduate students, in addition to the above requirements,
they also need to

• have a background in software security or programming
language;

• have participated in at least a C project as the main de-
veloper (contributing > 500 LoC).

12.1.2 Online Consent Form

We provide an online consent form for participants to
read before agreeing to be in the study. It includes the
purpose, the procedure of this study, and the risks and
benefits of taking part in this study. An anonymous copy of
it can be viewed at https://docs.google.com/forms/
d/e/1FAIpQLSexFB9lzcGK80JUFU_2xqKstNJXTz-
gWPH99OnODihw9ZF6NQ/viewform?usp=sf_link.

12.1.3 Background Survey

The background survey is used to record demographic in-
formation. It includes questions of the job and C language
experience (in years) of participants.

12.1.4 Online Questionnaire

An anonymous copy of our online question-
naire can be viewed at https://docs.google.
com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc1EagB7LyiSfjdg-
nl1C4TBrpr5zVN9Z8P3VufBRQKO05_AQ/viewform?
usp=sf_link.

12.2 More details of the bug collection study
The keywords we used in our filtering policy (keyword search-
ing and intersection) of the bug collection study for Linux
patch history and their corresponding Regular Expression can
be viewed in Table 8.
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Table 9: The compiler options of our selected prevention strategies.

Strategy Compiler options

O3 gcc -O3
clang -O3

O2 gcc -O2
clang -O2

O1 gcc -O1
clang -O1

O0 gcc -O0
clang -O0

All-UB gcc

-O3 -fno-strict-overflow -fwrapv
-fno-delete-null-pointer-checks
-fno-strict-aliasing
-fno-aggressive-loop-optimizations

clang
-O3 -fno-strict-overflow
-fno-delete-null-pointer-checks
-fno-strict-aliasing -fwrapv

All-CISB gcc

-O3 -fno-tree-dominator-opts
-fno-tree-vrp -fno-tree-fre
-fno-strict-overflow -fno-dce
-fno-tree-ccp -fno-tree-copy-prop
-fno-tree-forwprop -fno-tree-ter
-fno-tree-pre -fno-strict-aliasing
-fno-aggressive-loop-optimizations
-fno-builtin -fno-tree-dse
-fno-optimize-strlen -fno-tree-dce
-fno-cse-follow-jumps
-fno-unswitch-loops

clang
-O3 -fno-builtin -fno-strict-overflow
-fno-strict-aliasin -fwrapv
-fno-delete-null-pointer-checks

UBSan gcc -O3 -fsanitize=undefined
clang -O3 -fsanitize=undefined

Wall gcc -O3 -Wall
clang -O3 -Wall

Table 10: Some compiler options and the assumptions/optimizations
they can block.

Options Assumptions/Optimizations
-fno-builtin Optimization of builtin function
-ffreestanding Optimization of builtin function
-fno-delete-null-pointer-checks Used pointers cannot be NULL
-fwrapv No integer overflow
-fno-strict-overflow No integer overflow
-fwrapv-pointer No pointer overflow
-fno-strict-aliasing No violating strict aliasing
-fno-aggressive-loop-optimizations Aggressive loop optimization
-fno-allow-store-data-races Introduce data race on stores

Table 8: The short name of keywords we used in our study and their
corresponding Regular Expression.

Keyword Regular Expression
gcc [Gg]cc|GCC
clang [Cc]lang|CLANG
compiler [Cc]ompiler
optimi [Oo]ptimi[sz][ae]
security [Ss]ecurity|[Dd]anger
ub [Uu]ndefined behavior
side channel [Ss]ide channel
attack [Aa]ttack
race [Rr]ace condition

compiler assum
[Cc]ompiler assum|[Gg]cc assum|
GCC assum|[Cc]lang assum|CLANG assum

(cc+opti).*break
[Oo]ptimi[sz][ae].*break|[Gg]cc.*break|
GCC.*break|[Cc]lang.*break|CLANG.*break
[Oo]ptimi[sz][ae].*introduc|[Gg]cc.*introduc|

(cc+opti).*introduc GCC.*introduc|[Cc]lang.*introduc|
CLANG.*introduc

struct padding [Ss]truct [Pp]adding
information leak [Ii]nformation [Ll]eak
reorder [Rr]eorder

12.3 More details of current mitigations
The compiler has provided three general mitigations to pre-
vent CISB, namely optimization options for preventing bugs,
runtime sanitizers and compilation time warnings. We se-
lect different compiler mitigation strategies and study their
effectiveness and performance, as listed in Table 6. Here we
show the corresponding compiler options of these strategies
in Table 9.

We also present the compiler options and the No-UB as-
sumptions/optimizations they can block in Table 10.
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